THE CORESTRICTION OP VALUED DIVISION ALGEBRAS OVER HENSELIAN FIELDS I
YOON
Introduction.
For any finite separable extension L/F of fields and any central simple algebra A over L, the corestriction of A is a central simple F-algebra obtained as the fixed point algebra under a Galois group action (cf. [Ri] ). This induces the map from the Brauer group Br (L) to Br (F) corresponding to the homological corestriction. Though this algebraic corestriction is an important tool in the theory of division algebras, it is actually very hard to work with. To gain a better insight into the behavior of the corestriction, we analyze here the corestriction for valued division algebras over Henselian valued fields, for which there is a well-developed structure theory. We will here concentrate on the case when L is inertial (unramified) over F. In a subsequent paper [H2] , we will consider the more general case when L is tame over F, i.e. char (F) \ [L: F] , where F is the residue field of the valuation on F.
For any ring R we write Z(R) and R* for the center of R and the group of units of ϋ, respectively. We will consider only central simple algebras A finite-dimensional over a field F. By Wedderburn's theorem, A = M n (D), a matrix ring over a division algebra J9, which is called the underlying division algebra of A.
A valued field (F, v) is called Henselian if υ extends uniquely to each field algebraic over F. For a nice account for several other characterizations of Henselian valuations, see Ribenboim's paper [Rb] . Recall (e.g. from [Wl] ) that if D is a central division algebra over a Henselian valued field (-F, v) , there exists one and only one valuation on D extending v on F.
Let (L, v) D (F, v) be a finite separable inertial extension of Henselian fields. This means that [L: F] = [L: F] and L is separable over F. Let D be a central division algebra over L. We denote by C D the underlying division algebra of the corestriction corL/F (D) of D. ifD is inertially split over L, i.e., split by the maximal unramified extension of L, we have good information obtained homologically using [JW2, Sec. 5] . Also, we can analyze a tame and totally ramified division algebra since it is isomorphic to a tensor product of symbol algebras (cf. Prop. 1.6). Furthermore, since a tame division algebra over L decomposes in the Brauer group to S ®χ, T with S inertially split and T tame and totally ramified (cf. Prop. 1.7), we obtain information about a tame division algebra by combining the results about S and T. 
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The integer k in the table above depends not only on YD/^L and [L: F] but also on which roots of unity lie in F. One of the interesting results of the investigation is to see how heavily the corestriction depends on the roots of unity in F and L.
Here is an overview of the paper: After giving some preliminary results in Section 1, we will analyze the corestriction of inertially split division algebras in Section 2. In Section 3, we will consider the corestriction of tame and totally ramified division algebras T over L (i.e. |Γ T : Γ^| = [T : L] and char (I) \ [T : L] ) when μ t C F with t = exp(Γ τ /Γ L ) (i.e. F has a £-th primitive root of unity). Finally, in Section 4 we will analyze the corestriction of tame division algebras. (In the Appendix, we will give an explicit formula of the homological corestriction.) This paper constitutes part of the author's doctoral dissertation. The author thanks his thesis advisor Adrian Wadsworth for his great and kind advice.
Preliminaries.
Let F C K be fields with K algebraic over F. We write Gal (K/F) for the profinite group of all F-automorphisms of K. If H is any subset of Gal (K/F), we write T(H) for the fixed field of H. We say K is normal over F if K is the splitting field of some family of polynomials over F; K is Galois over F if K is both normal and separable (if and only if F = ^(Gal (K/F) 
Here is our notation for certain central simple F-algebras: (K/F, G, f) is the crossed product algebra determined by a 2-cocycle /: G x G -> K*, where K is a finite dimensional Galois extension field of F with Galois group G\ (K/F,σ,a) n is the cyclic F-algebra generated over K by a single element x with defining relations xcx~ι -σ(c) for all c G K and x n = a G F*, where if is a Galois extension of F with cyclic Galois group generated by σ and n = [lf:F]; (α, 6; F) n is the symbol algebra generated over F by i and j with defining relations: i n = α, j n = 6, ij = ωji, where ω G F* is a primitive n-th root of unity and α, 6 G F*. Since a symbol algebra depends on a choice of a primitive n-th root of unity ω, we will sometimes write (α, b,ω\F) n for (α, b;F) n . In writing symbol algebra (a,b;F) n there is an implicit choice made of which primitive n-th root of unity ω to use. When this has been done, then for an integer n' dividing n, (α, 6; F) n > denotes the symbol algebra built using the primitive n'-th root of unity ω n^n . Recall that the cyclic algebra (K/F, σ, a) n corresponds to the cohomology class of the cup product 
is the connecting homomorphism, and α € In fact, the corestriction (or transfer) homomorphism arose from the cohomology of groups, and the algebraic corestriction is compatible with the homological corestriction via the crossed product construction. Let G be a group and let A be a left G module. Let if be a subgroup of G of finite index n. (G,A) is induced by the map / ι-» cor^ (/) given in (1.3) above. Recall that the (homological) corestriction map commutes with inflation and connecting homomorphisms (cf. [We, Prop 2.4.5 and Prop. 2.4.7] ).
Recall the following case of the projection formula which will be used often in this paper (cf. [S, p. 21] ). We say D is defectless over F if equality holds.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that L/F is a finite separable inertial (unramified) extension of Henselian valued fields. We now recall some facts about inertial extensions as summarized in [JW2, Sec. 1]. Let F nr denote the maximal unramified extension of F in some algebraic closure F a ι g of F. Recall that Γ Fnr = Γ F , F nr is the separable closure F sep of F, and F nr is Galois over F. Also, for any field E with F C E C F a ι g and [E: F] < oo, E is inertial over F if and only if E C F nr . Further, the map L »-> L gives a 1 -1 correspondence between fields L with F C L C F n r and fields Z with F C Z C ^. Given a field Z with F C Z C F sep and 
Inertially split division algebras.
If D G Vis^p), we have good information about D homologically, which is obtained in [JW2, Sec. 5 ]. We will give a brief summary on this. (See [JW2, Th. 5.6]).
We fix a Henselian valued field (F,v) . Let Δ be the divisible hull of IV, so Δ ^ Γ F ® z <Q>. Let G = Gal (F nr / .F) = Gal (F sep / F), a profinite group. Let U = Up nr the group of v-units of F nr . Since ΓV nr = ΓV (on which G acts trivially), we have a short exact sequence of discrete G-modules:
Prom this short exact sequence, we have the following exact sequence, which will be the basic focus of our attention:
where U 2 C and Hom c denote the second (continuous) cohomology group and the continuous homomorphism group, respectively. In this exact sequence, 
Then if is a subgroup of finite index
Note that, for i > 0 the corestriction map corg from H^H^F^) to H l {G, F^r) sends the continuous cohomology group H ι c (H, F* r ) into the continuous cohomology group i/*(G,F^Γ). (L) . Then,
Proof, (a) Let N = λί{L/F). As F nr is normal over F, N C F nr , so iV nr = F nr . Let 7£ be a set of representatives of the left
From this and definition of tame division algebras, it is clear that if
, G = Gal(F nr /F), Δ = the divisible hull of Γ F = Γ^, and U = Up nτ = ί^L nr Then since the corestriction map is functorial and commutes with the connecting homomorphism, the following diagram is commutative,
where the row exact sequences are those of (2.1). ( 7 ), where 7 is the map of (2.1). Since the diagram above in the proof of (b) is commutative,
As the corestriction map is functorial, the map a in (2.2) is compatible with corestriction. So, since the algebraic corestriction corresponds to the homological corestriction, and by (2.2), we have
Tame and totally ramified division algebras.
We begin this section by giving a proposition we will use a number of times. (F) , and
Conversely, suppose T= .® (α^^ F)^ G Atr(^)-Let oti,βi be the generators of T over F with relations: aψ = a^β^ -6j, and aφi = ωφia^ Then Λ = (α i F*,/3 i F*)* =1 is an armature of T, that is, an abelian subgroup of T*/F* of order dim F T such that {e*ij A}» = i generates T as an F-algebra. Since Γ € V ttr (F) , by [TW, Prop. 3.3] ,
as Γ τ / Γ F = (frfa) + Γ F , ^(6,) + Γ )
(2) As J9 € V ttr (F) and F is Henselian, by Prop. 1.6 D = ® (α<, 6<; F) ni
2=1
for some α^, 6^ G F*. Let cfj = gcd(nj,7τz) and n^ = cίi^ί, »τι = d i m' i so that gcd(n^,7n^) = 1.
generates a subgroup of order n 2 in Γ F / (Γp. Also, since the map
induced by multiplication of j, is an isomorphism,
generates a subgroup ί ^τv(fli) + Γ F , ^v(b{) + Γ F 11 < i < k\ of order n 2 in |Γ F / Γ F . We want to show ® (α<, 6^''; F) n ; E V ttr (F) .
where n' = n [ -n' k 
is a finite (separable) inertial extension of Henselian fields. Given any positive integer n and a field F, we write μ n C F to say that F contains n distinct n-th roots of unity.
Proposition 3.2. Let T e V ttr (L) and n
Remark. Without the assumption μ n C F, it is still true Yc T C Γ τ . We will prove this in Theorem 4.6 below.
Proof. First we will show that if
Since Γ L = Γ F , a = an and β = bw for some a, b e F* and ί -units u, w G L*. Let T o = (α,6;L) n , A = (α,6;jP) n , and let S be the underlying division algebra of (α, w; L) n ®L (IX, /3; L) n . Since T = (α,/?;L) n G V ttr (L) , by Prop. 3.1 {^(a),v(/?)} generates a subgroup of order n 2 in Γ L / nΓ L , and
Clearly S e V is (L) . We will shortly give Proposition 3.4, which will be very useful for this paper. The following purely group-theoretic lemma will be used in the proof of that proposition. ( Proof. Since Γ/, = IV, c^ = α^ for some a,i £ F*, Ui E UL. Note that since 
Lemma 3.7. Let K/F be a finite extension of Henselian fields. If a is a vunit in K, then NK/F(&) is a v-unit in F, and Nκ/p(a) -N-χ,ψ(a
(a u a 2 ]L) n E V ttr (L), by Prop. 3.1, in Γ L /nΓ L \(v(a x ) + nT L , υ(a 2 ) + ήΓ L )\ = n 2 . But as υ(ai) = v(α<), i = 1,
.4 (i)]). Then since T
where D is the underlying division algebra of (αi, u 2 \ L) n ®L («2, u^1 L) n ®L (αi,α 2 ;i) n By Remark 3.6 (ii), and Prop. 1.4, and as [L: F) = de, and n = rfn ; so that gcd(e,n') = 1. Say, let (αi,α|;F) n / = (αi,α2,ct;;F) n / for some primitive n'-th root ω of unity. Then 
where d = n/n ; = gcd(n, [L: F] ). D Theorem 3.9. Suppose T G 2V(£) and n (L) 
Therefore, as n^n,
D
Tame division algebras.
We will show in Theorems 4.4-4.6 below that Tc D C Γ D for D e V t (L) , without any restriction on roots of unity in F, and that for
where A; > 1 is some integer dividing exp (ker Θ D ) which depends on which roots of unity lie in F. We first give some propositions which will be used in the proofs of the theorems. 
The second statement follows easily by Prop. 3.1. (b) Let K = F(ωi) and let s be maximal with ω s (Ξ K so that K = F s and [F i+ i : FJ = p for i > s. As above, it follows by [M, #15, p. 144 
] that
cor Fk/κ ((a,b,ω k ((α,b,ω 
D
Proposition 4.2. Zeί n -2 k , k > 3, and /e£ ^ &e a primitive n-th root of unity in L. Suppose a, b G F* and Γ = (a, 6; L) n E V ttr (L) . Then (a) ί/μ 4 C F, then C T -(α,6^;F) n/r <g) F (α,6^;F) 2 -(α,6^e;F) n/r in Br (F), ^Λere ί = [L : F(ω k Since cor F . /F ._ 1 ((α,6,-l;Fi) 2 ) ~ F f _i by Prop. 1.4 as Np./p.^b) = 6 2 , we end up with cor Ffc/F ((α, 6; F fc ) n ) -(α, 6; F) n/r ® F (α, 6; F) 2 . Hence, by Prop.
-cor Ffc/F ((α, 6^; F fc ) n ) -(α, 6'; F,) n/r ® (α, 6^; F) 2 .
The second statement follows easily by Prop. 3.1. (b) Let K -F 2 = F(>f^Λ) and let s be maximal with ω s G K so that K = F s and [F i+ χ : Fi\ -2 for i > s. As above, it follows by [M, #15 and #13, p. 144 ] that coτ Fk/κ ((a,b,ω k 
Note that cor κ/F ((α, 6, -1; K) 2 ) ~ F by Prop. 1.4. If Gsl(K/F) = (σ), then σ(ω s ) = u£ where w 2 = 1 (mod 2 s ) and u φ 1 (mod 4) since σ moves y^T. It follows easily that N K / F (ω s ) = 1 or -1, and so corjf/j?((a, b,ω s \ K) 2 *) ~ F or(a,6,-l;F) 2 by [M,#16and#7, pp. 143-145] . Socor Ffc/F ((α,6,ω*;F*) n )
For ( Proof. By Prop. 1.7, there are S e V is (L) and Γ e V ttr (L) (L) , by Prop. 1.6, T/ is a tensor product of tame totally ramified symbol algebras X(i,2j-l),X(i,2j where Γτ (For nGZ and p a prime, if we write n = n p n p where n p is a power of p and n^ is prime to p, then we refer to n p as the p-component of n) of n.)
and [KM^Wilί^y ® (y(i, 
Let Si be the underlying division algebra of (L) . Then by replacing 5" and T'~with the underlying division 
If
Since Γ^ = Γ F and ) for some α m € Z(S). Therefore, (4.9) (^(y'
Since K = F, by (4.8) and (4.9) above
(b) Suppose 4|ί and μ 4 ^ F. By Prop. 4.1, for 1 < i < r 0 , as shown in proof of (a)
hj)/r (i,j) where Example 4.10. Let r 1? r 2 , and t be positive integers with t \ [L: F] . Let a i, a: 2 G F* such that for any prime p dividing ri, r 2 or t, we have v(xi) +pΓV, [L:F] .
Appendix.
In [Ta, p. 259], Tate gave a formula describing the homological corestriction using a set of representatives of the right cosets. Prom this, we will deduce a formula stated in Section 1 describing the homological corestriction with respect to a set of representatives of the left cosets. Presumably, this formula is known, but we have been unable to find it in the literature, except for m < 2. Here we use the notation Wpi for p σ^i ) in (1.3) above.
Let G be a group and A a left G-module. Let H be a subgroup of G of finite index n, and let Έ, = {c*i,... ,α n } be a set of representatives of the right cosets of H in G. For r G G, we write f G R for the representative of Hτ. Given α^ G TZ and σ G G, there are uniquely determined elements ε(αi, σ) € H and a^a G ΊZ such that (Al) c^σ = ε(ai, σ)c^σ.
Then we have, for any σ, T e G and α* G 7£, (A2) ε(α ΐ5 1) = 1, and ε(a^ στ) -ε{μ^ σ)ε(α£σ, r).
By [Ta, p. 259 Let pi = α" 1 for 1 < i < n, so C = {^i,... , p n } is a set of representatives of the left cosets of H in G. For r G G, we write f E C for the representative of TH in £. (It will be clear from the context when f stands for a left coset representative and when for a right coset representative.) Given p { G C and σ G G, there are uniquely determined elements σp7 G £ and δ(σ,pi) G if such that (A4) σpi = σρlδ(σ,pi). Now by using successively (A3), (A8), (A7), (A5) and (A6), the cochain transformation (A3) becomes;
... ,σ m ) = 
